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something deeper and meaningful? The train,
the flight, the boat; the distant sparkling of the
sea, the flash of a rare blue-black bird in flight,

the curving of a casual hand, the feeling of
wet sun on the shoulders, the magical

sweetness of ripe apricots, the comfortable
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potholders of apricots baking on the stove.
The rain on a window, the fingers of a child,

the modest light of a small house, the
laughing face of a child, the gaze of a mother.
The horror of dying, and the horror of never
learning from it. But that is what we read in
books, that the things we do the most often
are the most soul-deep, and it doesn't do to

pin too much belief on them. To quote Ady of
the Sea: No one can say, 'When you live every
day in a lilting boat over a laughing sea, you

will grow happy and bright. If you find yourself
at long last tired of the boat and the sea and

learning the fishermen's songs and the
seafaring ways, you may find great trouble

waiting for you.' Life grows through living, and
the sea's life flows through things. But to be
sure, there are times when no one can say,
'By the sea's call, call me over the sea.' For

then you would know you were speaking with
the sea itself. And what do you expect to learn
from a being which only speaks with itself, and
in ways you cannot comprehend? Do you think
you can speak with the wind, or, surely, with
the clouds?Purification of anthranilic acid and
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